
Empower Every Application
with the Full Potential of Azure.

We pave a clear, strategic roadmap that sidesteps pitfalls, 
amplifies advantages, and guarantees that your transition is 
not just about adoption, but also fostering business growth and 
innovation in the cloud.

Simplify and Succeed

Application Landing Zone Blueprint

www.assemblyhq.com

The cloud isn’t merely a technological shift; it’s a beacon for unparalleled scalability, 
resilience, and performance. However, migrating the next application into Azure can 
be complex, from unexpected architectural challenges to ensuring cost efficiency and 
maintaining operational integrity.

The stakes are high, but with the right blueprint, the opportunities are boundless. Enter 
our Application Landing Zone Blueprint offer.  Our tailored blueprint goes beyond just 
facilitating a application migration —it’s about ensuring every application is empowered 
to harness the full potential of Azure.

Actionable Insights / Comprehensive Designs / Clear Roadmaps / All-in-One Blueprint

Companies who migrate and modernize on Azure can expect:

higher developer 
productivity.

50%
more efficient IT 
infrastructure teams.

53%
cost reduction compared 
to on-premises.

54%
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Ready to transform your next 
application with Azure?  
Jason McFadden
Vice President, Growth

Tel: (647) 476-2193
Email: jason.mcfadden@assemblyhq.com

Founded in 2006, Build With Assembly is a leading cloud consultancy that 

modernizes, builds and operates cloud-native infrastructure and software for 

enterprise giants and the fastest-growing SaaS companies in the tech industry.
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“Assembly was instrumental in helping simplify our cloud foundation 
and migration path that provided a $1.8M reduction in operating costs.”“

OUR IMPACT —

Smart Business, Smart Decisions

Our in-depth business case analysis lays out the 
benefits, risks, and potential returns, empowering 
you to make a move that’s not just informed but also 
strategic.

Precision-Designed Azure Landing Zones

Our expert High-Level Design ensures your landing 
zone is meticulously crafted, setting the stage for 
unparalleled efficiency, scalability, and adaptability in 
Azure.

Clear Roadmap, Seamless Transition

Detailed plans that outline the entire process from 
start to finish. Realize benefits faster with clear 
timelines, dependencies, and milestones.

Tailored Approach

Whether it’s a straightforward lift-and-shift, a more 
intricate re-platforming, or a complete refactoring, we 
identify the best migration method for your unique 
applications.

Azure Foundation, Elevated 

Strengthen the core, ensuring a resilient and robust 
landing zone experience with our thorough review of 
your Azure Foundation. 

Your blueprint for a 
seamless Azure application 
migration.
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